For more than 10 years 3Q has developed and operated a robust and high-performance SaaS
platform for video management and streaming.
We are specialists in streaming technologies and high availability. Using our in-house platform,
we broadcast live and on demand content for leading content providers worldwide. With full GDPR
compliance, innovative features, multiple system integrations, an intuitive UI and customer
support based in Berlin, we are a trusted partner for our customers.
To support our strategy of sustainable growth, we are searching for

PHP Developer (m/f/x) – Fulltime

What we want to achieve with you

-

Expand and improve our video platform
Expand our platform in a sustainable and scalable way
Implement exciting market-leading features

Your Tasks

-

Realization of new features in our video streaming platform from design to
implementation and quality assurance
Backend development with the PHP framework Symfony

What you offer

-

A degree in computer science, a comparable education, or corresponding professional
experience
A high level of teamwork and strong communication skills
A willingness to take on a lot of personal responsibility for features or products
You are a PHP ninja and know your way around the Symfony Framework
You know your way around databases and ORM (e.g. Doctrine)
You have experience with Docker and Kubernetes
You write clean, maintainable code and documentation
You have a high willingness to learn new tools and technologies
You have initial experience with video streaming, video transcoding, and/or video
Management
Experience with Typescript and the corresponding frameworks is desirable
Fluent Business German, English is desirable (written and spoken)

What we offer

-

a young and highly motivated team
the space to introduce and implement your own ideas
flexible working times
friendly working conditions (e.g. free coffee and other drinks in the office, flexible home
office policy, and much more)
Offices in Berlin & Munich

Contact
3Q GmbH
hr@3q.video
https://3q.video

